
SYMPTOMS 
ACTION  
BY SCIENTISTS 

RECOMMENDED  
ACTION:  
CIVIL AUTHORITIES

ALERT 
LEVEL

Volcano is quiet; 
earthquake and 
fumarolic (steam) 
activity are at or below 
the historical level 
at this volcano. No 
other unusual activity 
has been observed. 

Normal Monitoring Undertake on-going 
public awareness 
campaigns and 
work on volcanic 
emergency plans.

Volcano is restless; 
earthquake and/
or fumarolic (steam) 
activity are above 
the historical level at 
this volcano or other 
unusual activity has 
been observed (this 
activity will be specified 
at the time that the 
alert level is raised). 

Monitoring system 
will be brought up to 
full capability. Civil 
authorities alerted. 
Communications 
system tested.

Undertake on-going 
public awareness 
campaigns and work 
on volcanic emergency 
plans. Advise vulnerable 
communities of 
evacuation procedures 
in the event of an 
emergency.

Highly elevated level 
of earthquake and/
or fumarolic (steam) 
activity, or other highly 
unusual symptoms. 
Eruption may occur 
with less than twenty-
four hours’ notice.

Monitoring system 
continuously manned. 
Regular visual 
inspection of potential 
vent areas. Continuous 
ground deformation 
and hydrothermal 
monitoring. Daily 
assessment reports 
to civil authorities.

Coordinate evacuation 
(if necessary) based on 
hazard zones. Entry to 
the restricted-access 
zone by scientists 
will be permitted 
after evaluation on a 
case by case basis. 
Organize regular 
radio and television 
announcements.

Eruption is in progress 
or may occur without 
further warning.

Measurements as 
permitted by safety 
conditions. Civil 
authorities advised 
continuously.

Coordinate 
continued evacuation 
as necessary. 
Organise regular 
radio and television 
announcements.
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MT. LIAMUIGA VOLCANO IS AT ALERT LEVEL GREEN

The National Emergency Management Agency (NEMA)
Phone: +1 (869) 466-5100 Email: nemaskb@thecable.net

Mt. Liamuiga (aka Mt Misery), is the only ‘live’ (likely 
to erupt again) volcano in St. Kitts. In contrast, the 
volcanoes that form the Middle and Southeast Ranges 
and the Salt Pond peninsula are considered dead.
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Volcanoes do not usually erupt 
suddenly without warning.   
They are normally preceded by clear 
signals which, once recognized, 
enable timely warnings to be issued.

Good indications of 
increased activity are:
· An increase in the number of 
shallow earthquakes beneath 
or near the volcano
· The ‘swelling’ of the flanks 
or slopes of the volcano
· Changes in chemistry of 
the gases and hot springs 
associated with the volcano

The UWI Seismic Research Centre 
(SRC) monitors Mt. Liamuiga with 
a network of seismic stations 
for earthquake activity.  GPS 
(Global Positioning System) 
measurements are taken to track 
ground deformation (swelling or 
deflating) of the volcano’s flanks. 
The chemical composition of hot 
springs and gases is also monitored 
through time as changes in 
chemical properties may indicate 
a change in the volcanic activity.
 
The SRC relies on valuable 
monitoring equipment to 
keep watch over the volcano. 
Tampering with this equipment 
will hamper the ability of 
scientists to detect the early 
signs of an eruption.

Areas in the red and orange zone  
on the map are likely to be evacuated  
prior to an eruption.

The northern area of St. Kitts near to and around 
Mt. Liamuiga is the most likely location for future 
eruptions. The expected style of eruption is an 
effusive lava dome-forming eruption similar to 
the current Soufriere Hills eruption in Montserrat.  
Molten rock (magma) reaches the Earth’s surface 
and erupts passively or quietly as opposed to an 
explosive eruption, which is more violent. Both 
types of eruptions can have associated volcanic 
hazards such as pyroclastic flows and surges, 
ash fall and lahars. Should there be an eruption, 
the National Emergency Management Agency 
(NEMA) is the first point of contact and areas 
near the volcano are most likely to be evacuated.

VOLCANIC HAZARDS
FUTURE VOLCANIC ACTIVITY

MONITORING MT. LIAMUIGA 

Mt. Liamuiga has had a number of explosive 
eruptions in the past, but the most recent 

major eruption occurred 1600 years ago. It is 
possible that two small eruptions also occurred 

in 1692 and 1843. Continuous hot-spring 
activity and occasional bursts of shallow 

earthquakes directly beneath the Mt. 
Liamuiga volcano mean that magma 

(molten rock) is moving beneath 
the volcano, indicating it is ‘live’ 

and likely to erupt again.

Pyroclastic 
Flows & 

Surges
Hot, fast-moving 

avalanches of rock 
fragments, ash and gas.  

These deadly phenomena travel 
down valleys and cause total devastation areas 
over which they flow.  Pyroclastic surges are 
lethal, hurricane-like, hot ash clouds that can 
travel uphill and over ridges at high speed.

Volcanic Ash & Bombs
Ash falls can blanket the island, affect 
neighbouring islands and may be thick 
enough to collapse roofs and destroy 
vegetation. It is very corrosive to machinery 
including boats and planes and may also 
affect health. Large rocks called bombs 
may also be hurled from the volcano.     

Volcanic Gases 
Dangerous gases such as carbon dioxide and 
sulphur dioxide are present in toxic amounts 
close to the vent of an erupting volcano and may 
be present close to hot springs around any ‘live’ 
volcanoes. Carbon dioxide is invisible and has 
no taste or smell, so people and animals are 
unable to notice it and may suffocate if exposed 
to high concentrations for prolonged periods.

Lahars (mudflows) 
A dense mixture of volcanic mud and 
rock fragments which rushes turbulently 
down the slopes of a volcano and filling 
surrounding valleys. Lahars resemble wet 
concrete, they can move and contain large 
boulders and trees and may bury towns. 

HAZARD MAPPING 
AND DISASTER 
PREPAREDNESS
SRC scientists provide advice as 
well as produce maps and other 
public information material to 
enable the public and authorities 
to better prepare for volcanic 
eruptions.  While there is nothing 
we can do to prevent a volcanic 
eruption, being prepared for 
these events can considerably 
reduce risks posed to you and 
your family. Do not wait for 
an eruption to occur to start 
thinking about preparedness. 
Know where Mt. Liamuiga is in 
relation to where you live and 
know what to do if an eruption 
occurs. A volcanic eruption 
MAY happen in your lifetime.
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